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NIGERIANS COPING WITH STRESS:
AGE, SEX 'AND RELIGIOUS VARIATIONS

by
i:. Adenike Emeke

~an y factors may cause stress or predispose a
person to stress.· Poverty may be a factor of st.rens
for some people, while for ot.herr. the ills in lhe
society such as cor r uption may set off psycholoyical
problems in them, thus leading to stress (Car e w ,
1984). other causative and/or predisposing factors
of str ess include low self concept and poor self
esteem (Erikson, 1968; Vonger, 1977; Siann & Ugwue-
gbu, 1980); reduction in power, poor memory and
inability. to concentrate (Ogwudire 1987); constant
failure at tasks (Hargreaves, 1975); academic and
career related problems (Ojo, 1977, Erneke', 1984). It
can safely be said that stress is a bye-produc:t of
psychological, economical and social problems and
_circumstances inherent in modern society.

Background to the problem

The individual is constantly faced with problems,
str eas and strain. He makes effort ·to adjust and
achieve mental health and avoid mental illness or
breakdown. Mental health can be defined as suc-
cessful adjustment while mental illness represents
failure to adjust.
The failure of an individual to adapt to and

contain stress inducing factors may result in emo-
tional and mental breakdown. Early warning physical
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signs of stress include chest pain, headache, insom-
nia, palpitation and tiredness which may result from
insomnia. Early mental signs indicating stress
include: (1) inability to relax properly, (2) intoler-
ance of noise or other such stimuli, (3) irritability
and short temper; (4) poor memory and inability to
concentrate, (5) impulsive behaviour or uncontrollable
emotions, (6) reduction in will power, (7) inability to
complete tasks. started, (8) over-reaction to trivial
things.

stress may elicit some psychosomatic illness such
as: (1) alcoholism and drug addiction, (2) anorexia
(loss of appetite), (3) baldness and grey hair, (4)
diabetes, hypertension, heart attack and ulcer, (5)
sexual problems like impotence, less of libifio, prema-
ture ejaculation in the male, frigidity, infertility, and
menstrual disorders in the female.·

In response to the stress imposed by various
threats and conflicts: .psychological or organic
reactions usually oCCU.l:in the individual. Naturally,
the individual develops various feelinqs and attitudes
which assist him to adapt to thel situation and
thereby protect his well-being. Tp'achieve this
homeostasis or mental equilibrium, therefore, individ-
uals have been known to seek ways !of coping with
the stresses of their lives. Three major ways are
known to be ways of coping with stress, namely: (I)
pharmacotherapy or drug t.reatrnerrt - this involves
the use of tranquilizers, sedatives and hypnotics; (ii)
surgical intervention - this involves operation on the
anatomical site affected by stress; and. (ill) psycho-
t.herapy or the use of psychological methods - this
involves the use of emotional defence mechanism.

The focus of this paper is more on the third
method of coping i.e. - the use of defence mecha-
nisms. Workers in the field of psychotherapy, such
as Singer, (1976), Hilgardetal (1975) Conger (1977),
Hamachek, 1978, Burns (1979) and Ogwudire, 1987),
agree that there are at least nine basic defence
mechanisms employed by people from time to time,
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and even in some cases, one after the other in a row
of incidences in a day. The type a person employs
at a particular time and or in a 'particular case is'::'
function of age, e}'per ience, background, :: •.ception
of the issue at hand and the tj;pe of person(s)
involved in the s+t~~q~~ m~~~g necessary' the use
of the ~e~ence rrw~c~~r~rn.,
One factor which peter mines how an individual

reacts to strep~ inducinc circumstances is personali-
ty. No two indiviuals havl1.\ identical personality.
For ~re gen~ta4~Y .Qt atr easful circumstances. there-
fore, §4sp.~~t,ibility varies in degre~ with individuals.
So in the manacement of stress lor resolution' of
stress, the following defence mechanisms are usually
employed - namely: (1) sublimation, (2) regression (3)
displacement, (4) compensation, (5) apathy, (6)
repression, (7) fantasy, (8) projection, and (9}
rationalization. 1 " .' I. .

!
,Methodology

This paper sought answers to two research ques-
tions and tested three related hypotheses. The
research questions ~re: :
(1) To what extent do Nigerian adults make use of

defence mechanisms in coping with their
stress?

~2) Which defence mechanismrs) is (are) most
commonly employed by the males and which
by the females?

The three hypotheses tested are:
(1) There will be no difference in the coping
. patterns of males and females.

'(2) There will be no differ'ence .in the coping
pattern of Christians and Muslims. ,I

(3) There will be no difference in the coping
pattern of young and middle-age adults.
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The subjects of this study t,j€:re308 Associateship
~.in Educat.Wn (ACE) st.udent s c:f the Institute of'
Education, University 01 Ibadan, consisting of 95

:;males and 213 females. 'l'he sample constituted a
, class taught by this researcher. The fact of the
sample being a captive one explains the great differ-

"ence in the number of males and females. All the
subjects are literate adults. Their ages ranged
'between 2S years and 45 years, with the mean age
coming to 35 years.
This study wa::fconceived of as a pilot survey

study, hence the instrument was made up of the
written responses of the subjects to the assignment:
'''Write down one defence mechanism you often employ
.in coping with your stress and the situation(s) that
lead you to using it".. The list of the nine defence
mechanisms earlier mentioned was presented to the
'subjects, after two lectures had been given to the
subjects on defence mechanisms. I

No restriction was made on the length of the
write-up or the Ume to be taken tal do it. Each
subject submitted the wdte-'\.lp after completion and
was allowed to leave the room.

Oataanalysis and results i,
I

Data analysis was done on the basis of frequency
)f each of the defence mechanisms, on means, and on
I T-test of the difference between the means. The
nean ranking of the males and the females were
,':ompared. So also were the mean rankings of
-tualims and Christians, as well as the young and
jiddle+aqed adults.
The results are presented in the tables below.
;he tables give descriptive data of the relationship
~etween stress coping mechanisms and the sex,
'religion and age of the respondents involved in the
,tudy.
Table 1 results show that all the ranee of coping
,~echanisms are employed by all the adults in the
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study. This Table helps to answer research question
one in the positive, that is to say that Nigerian
adults make use of' defence mechanisms in coping
with their stness. Research Question two is also
answered by' Table 1. From here; it can be seen
that fantasy, apathy, rationalization and displacement
are the most commonly employed coping mechanisms
amongst females, while males have fantasy and
apathy as two clearly distinct coping mechanisms
they employ. Four other coping mechanisms rank
same as can be" seen from the Table. The possible
implication of this is touched upon in the "Discussion
of Results".

TABLE1
Frequency of dilferent defence m(..it:hanismsaccording
to sex I

Mechanism P' M M%
I

F%
Apathy 14 39 14.73 ! 18.3
Compensation 6 15 6.31 ' 7.04
Displacement 12 27 12.63 12.67
Farrtas y 20 42 21.05 19.71
Projection 7 7.36
Rationalization 12 36 12.63 : 16.9
Regression 18 8.45
Repression 12 12 12.63 5.63
Sublimation 12 24 12.63 11.2G

Total 95 213

To test hypothesis 1, we again turn to Table 1.
The Table shows that both fantasy and apathy are
commonly high ranking among bothimales and the
females. But for the other seven mechanisms consid-
ered, the pattern' 1.$ dilferent. 1 with only 22.22\
commonality of pattern (2 out of 9 considered mecha-
nisms) it can safely be said that ther.e is indeed a
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difference in the copin<J rJ:f.ti:.ernsof males and
females. Hypothesis 1 :~~,hu:, l~j!::cted.
'fo test hypothesis 2, -which bbltes that there will

be no diffe~ence in the coping pattern of Christians
and Muslims, we cur n to Table 2. This table shows
that while fantasy -rariked highest among Christians,
it ranked third among Muslims. Rationalization,
displacement and apathy, which ranked 2nd, 3rd and
4th for Christians, ranked 4th, 2nd and 1st reapeo- .
tively for Muslims. It is only projection that tends
to rank the" same (8th) for both ~hristians cmd
Muslims. With t.his scenario, made clearer in Table 2,
it can schely be said that there is a difference in
the coping pattern of Christians and Muslims. Thus.
Hypot.heaia 2 is rejected.
A look at Table 3 shows that hypothesis 3 is not

confirmed. This hypothesis states that there will be
no difference in the coping pattern of young and
middle-age adults. An explanation of the result
obtained is attempted in the n~xtsection of this
paper.

'rABLE?
Frequency of dilferent d~fence mechanisms according
to religion

(C = Christians, M = Muslims)

Mechanism C M c% M%

Apathy 24 25 12.44 21.74.
Compensation 12 10 6.22 8.7
Displacement 30 20 15.54 17.39
Fantasy 40 18 20.73 15.65
Projection 10 5 5.18 3.48
Rationalization 33 15 17.1 13.04
Regression 8 11 4.15 9.57
Repression 15 8 7.77 6.96
Sublimation 21 34 10.88 3.48

Total 193 115
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TABLE 3
Frequency of dilferent defence mechanisms accordinq
to age I

Mechanism 25-34 35-44 45+

Apathy 24 17 20
Compensation 10 14
Displacement "20 22 13
Fantasy 24 10 12
Projection 6
Rationalization 24 9
Regression 17
Repression 11 18
Sublimation 15 10
Total 151 102 55

Discussion of findings I

I
Freud used the term "defense mechanis~" to refer

to unconscious processes that defend I a person
against anxiety, that protect him against external
threats or against internal anxiety by arousing
impulses that distort "reality in some way. Defense
mechanisms do' not alter the objective conditions of
danger; they simply change the way "the person
thinks about it. They all involve an element of self-
deception.
The first obvious result of this study is that all

the adults involved employ the use" of defense
mechanisms to protect against external threats
and/or internal anxiety-arousing impulses. The
second obvious fact is that all the nine range of
defense mechanisms are" used by the sample. These I

observations answer" our research questdona, The
results continue to point to the fact; ~hat there is so
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:;1' uch stress both 'within: the individual and in his
-r er nal environment that .avoidance :of the use of

fenae mechanisms 'is almost impossible.' 'Because
xiety is a very uncomfortable emotion'that threat-
s man's weak being, it cannot be .tolerated for
ng. 'Man is strongly motivated to do something to
ieviate the discomfort. Though the attempt to deal
, eCtly 'with 'an anxiety -producinq- sifuation by
pr~ing it, and then doiriq somethinc to change or
void it (Le. the- direct coping method) is about the
est, as advocated by some (Hilgard et al. 1975;
Iernan, 1972;, Singer, 1976) and supported 'by this
riter, t.he r~ality is that other methods focusing on
lefence against anxious feelings, without trying to
'ealdirectiywitp the' anxiety-producing situation are
. ed 'with:.some measure of success 'and. with the
f!\e,re~ult' of.',cOP.in9:'with, t.he aituation.i.. In.·fact,.df

.efence mechanisms were· not: partially .. successful,
ey.:!.~would·.not persist in use as· they. do.,~ ,'/'

, . .," .. '. I . ,
;Males 'and females. cannot be' pitched' against each
her as to who does or does not use tbe "element of
elf-deception'" (Hilgard et al., 1975).' .AS'can be seen
rom Table I, both males and females' have the use of
ntasy high up on the list of defense mechanisms
mployed.. This is. corroborated by' Singer's (1976)
ork .vbo found that there. is substantial evidence to
uggest that fantasizing and daydreaming is not only
ormal, but Sin,almost universal activity 'among people
~f both, sexes. Though fantasy is stimulated by
usti:'ating desires and grows primarily out of mental
mages associated with need gratification, it can be
oth, productive and· non-productive." Productivity
! nta~·y . c:~n ' be, used > constructively ··in ' problem
iolvin,g, as. in creative imagination, and. it will be
leadily agr.eed that. both, males I and females are
J~pa~le of exercizing creative .Irnaqinationi to about
'1qually the, same degree., i There, are in -facb: examples
. history , that point ,out this assertaon. Albert,
instein had' ~ental, pictures; Ior . "fantasies", and
reative imagination. The capacity to remove our-
lves temporarily from unpleasant reality into a

1
i
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more affable world of fantasy has consider,abl·
therapeutic value, adding the dash of excitement an
interest we need to motivate us to greater effo
towatJds 0 r goals in real life. Both males an
females desire this.
However, the individual who consistently turns

fantasy as his solution to a troublesome reality is
danger psychologically.' It is in this regard that th
high percentage of both males and females ,in th
sample- (24.14% and 21.88% respectively) need so
form of counselling. And when it is realized tha
both sexes also couple this with the use of apathy .
which is high up in their range of defense, then the
need for this counselling becomes very necessary
For it must be remembered that' under conditaons 0
extreme frustration and deprivation fantasies are
likely to' get out of hand and, as Bettelheim (1943):
rightly points out, hopes 'and expectations' at this,
time often only take the form of eschatoloqjcal and
messianic hopes, full of ap~thy and depression with
little progressive move forward, in ·the realization of
life's ambitions, goals, aspirations' and a coping' with
life's seeming threats.
Table 1 presents an interesting picture with males.

They have repression, rationalization, displacement
and sublimation taking equal ranking. A seeming
pattern which develops among these four l~copin9
mechanisms can somewhat be explained away~:'<The
male in order to protect his he-ego, and not be
looked upon or called a "sissy" represses' dangerous
thoughts and desires by excludinq them from con-
sciousness. This probably succeeds only for a while.
With the age long conflict between the Id, the' Eqo,.
and the Super ego still alive as ever, the subcon-
scious soon throws out- the repressed thoughts. "Withl
the consciousness (memory) not being able to 'carr:t
3.11 the details of the' repressed thoughts or the
circumstances that led to the very reaction, then
rationalization may be resorted to as a means of
dealing with the rather stranqe resultinq thouqhtt
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or actions. Rationalization, if it does not succeed,
rnay lead to diaplacernent :of the emotion to a more

': neutral OJ: l~ss danqer cus person or object. Though
diaplacernerrt has a valuable aspect, since it enables
one to vent dan qerous emotional impulses without
. risking loss. of love and possible retaliation, it""may
, become' so' ,much and so frequent that 'the 'very
object of 'displacement abhors the individual.vand
this may set him to find some' other ways of dealing
·with· the' anger and actions .that still gna w at him.
He may finally arrive at .sublirnation which sub.ti-
·tutes a goal for a drive whose .normal chanr41 of
·expression is blocked or unacceptable. "-.
, , A higher percentage of females (7.82%) than males
·(6.90%)employ compensation as a defense mechanism.
·Compensation' is an attempt to-disquise the existence
of, weak or undesirable' charactertstica by emph.r.iz-
ing a more .positive one. F.emalrs can. be good, at
cosmeticizing and disguising. . I '

, I .
Table 1 also reveals that, while no female was

found adopting projection as defense. ,measure, no
male was' found adopting regress~n .:as a coping
mechanism. These results present a ~ery interesting
and rather unbelieving picture ithat especially
concerns females vis-a-avisprojection. Projeotion
basically is a means by ~whichwe relegate the blame
· for' our own shortcomings mistakes, and tranacres- ,
-sions to 'others, and attribute to others our own
unacceptable impulses, thoughts, and desires. "It is
perhaps most commonly apparent in our tenden'y' to
,blame others for our, own mistakes. The experiences
of this writer points to the fact that females and
almost everybody blame their shortcomings on others.
Thus to firid no females employing projection as a
.defence mechanism is really .,:very', interesting.
However, empirical revelations' are" more authentic
than nori-empirtcally backed experiences, hence, the
need to abide by the result of' this study.' One
would only. suggest a further study in 'this retard,
and possible explanations should the pattern per.ast.
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Table 2 presents a scenario where, for the Chris- \
tian sample in the study, fantlasy ranked highest ••
a defense mechanism, fellowed by "'rationalization and
diaplacemenv, Regre9tli.on ranked lowest. At ftr:!t
glance', this scenario mllflnot •• too surprising. "T4IIt
average Christian is cons~tly called upon to
prtlf>are fer Pteven -a p.rad81e, and a place w~
"tn.re is no more serr ow", a pJ.ce' of everlast:ia1118
joy", a ,~ce with, "*r.~ of gold". This is a
situation th.at starts "y, in ttl!is liIII. He has got to
im~ine· what this ~n 'will be like, and es~

, f

from time to btme to •• Iiviriq in h_.ven, even wfth
still here on ~A. In a situ.-Lon Iilee this, it is net
surprisin~ t_ the CMiJMItIIn'SelllllPleyof fa!il.tasy :ifJ
hi~h in c~~ with lti&e,*"y., "trials and temtt*-
tions"or s~r1IIs pro<!uaMlllby '~~e ralitiesof living.
For this wri_, fantasy aftd n.toIialization can easily
be used to fioind'acc.,table reasons for one's. p_t
present or future behaviour. ' For example the
adherent of a Chr~n denomination where the
wearing of jewelry is for hidden, on questioning, will
tell you that use of jewelry i-lill detract him from
getting to heaven,' while the one who dresses" flam-
boyantly will tell you that, his' G~,d"is a rich, God,
the owner of the whole univer~e''.·" ,':,

I', '" . ,~
, It ~ noteworthy that regr~ssion has little place

with the Christians in the amples, since the averaee
Christian is constantly looking 'forward to inherit a
heaven of bliss and h_ little concern for re,trea~
to lower sbandoe:rds. " , ,

In discussing the S•••. ar io presented in Table 2
for the Muslimsample, it is r,..und that both apathy
and ,displ.-m.nt are _ ~t employed defence
meehamsms. ,The e~i.nce in Ni~ria is that t+.~
aV6ra<jeMuslimis taught to laUeve that "God brin.
an« God taea away". ~ is thus £tirly indifferent
to the cri .• that ma.ybCtt.n to him (such as lo_
of child or jeb). !Nt it is not "y to bottle ut)
emotions aiter taking ~hi.nes•• "Ood sent". Th.-.
orten will )ft a trans'" <3£~t:ional f•• lings 'from
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the actual object to a substitute. It is, therefore not
sur pr isinc to find apathy and .diaplacernent taking
the positions they take on Table' 2: That fantasy
. ranks next in order of defense mechanisms employed
by Huslims is not unexpected. Since Islam, like
Christianity'; also preaches an eternal beautiful place
of abode (al-janna), an occasional escape from the·
realities of stress in this world so as to cope is
rather inevitable.

, In Table 3, the younger subjects (25 - 34 yr s.)
have apathy, fantasy and rationalization ranking the
same first position. These "younger.subjects" seem
to be oscillating in the use of their most preferred
defense mechanism. What the result seems to sug-
gest is that at one time they employ the use of
apathy, at another time fantasy and yet anot.her time
rationalization, all with about equal degree of suc-
cess. Sometimes the yo.ung adults are apathetic,
indifferent, or non-cha.llant. They are idealistic and
look out for perfection. Eut' when they find that
these traits are in fact absent in the reality of the,
world they are in; they become disappointed and
apathetic. We should not forget ,that this group of
people is not, too many steps out of the adolescence
period where apathy and other traits mentioned
above are common, as is borne out by works of
authors such as Hamachek (1978), Coleman et al
(1977)', Siann and Ugwuegbu (1980) and Ogwudire
(1987). Probably in a bid not, 0 be too d_p pointed ,
they escape into a world of fa. tasy , dreaming up the
ideal, where everything is perfect and orderly. In
t.his.tway they may be able to cope, with the- disap-
pointments presented by t.he external world. The
ccnflicts which are known .0 be attendant to the
st.aqe of life of young adults may explain why their
rate of rationalization is high. ,If they who advocate
for perfection and ideals now find themselves com-
pulsively. and impulsively falling below expectation,
they may resort to rationalization in order to cope
with the apparent conflict.
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The middle-aged subjects (35 - 44 yrs.) displace

their aggression most of the time. This result is
surprising, for ,the writer's expectation, was that this
set of subjects by virtue of their age range would
have achieved more measure of maturity so as to
face issues more objectively' and not displace their
angel and frustration on substitute objects who mat"
be thedr children at home and school or subordinates
at work. It should be noted that we are on the
whole. psychologically bet-ter off when we learn to
express and discuss our feelings with the persons at
whom the feelings are intended in the first place"
rather than aim them at someone who 'does not, even
know what they are all about. However, when it is
remembered that stress threatens the welhbein<;;1of, '
an organism and blocks reasoning, then the writer
need not be surprised a~ the result under discus-
sion. ' '

Equally interesting is the fact that about 1/5th
of the sample use regress~n as 'a coping mechanism.
They retreat to .the use of behavioura! ','patterns
appropriate at earlier levels of development. Could
it be that the high rate use of this -rnechanisrn
relates to onset of old age with its attendant senility ,
dispositions? A more detailed' research may help
clarify this relationship. I ! '

Defense Mechanisms in Retrospect.
The use of defense mechanisms helps individuals to

preserve the self and cope with stress and conflicts.
Defense mechanisms are learned adjustive behaviours
that function on relatively unconscious' levels,
involving a certain amount of reality distortions and
self-deception. In spite of this, defense mechanisms
serve the aim of adjustment by reducing conflict and
frustration and, because they stand on guard of the
self, they function as a bulwark against more serious
disturbances. But for the use of defense mecha-
nisms, probably many, more psychotics would have
been around the corner. To this end,' defense
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echanisms can .be considered quite normal and

. esirable when used appropriately. However, when
;,sed to an excessive' degree', they can operate at the
;~xpen se of a person's ultimate efficiency and contin-
~.eel personal progress toward greater maturity.

r,
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